
F WORD BY FIROOZEH DUMAS ESSAY

â€œThe â€œF Wordâ€•â€• is a great story of Firoozeh Dumas who opens a wide window about the problems and
struggles of immigrants in America. Firoozeh Dumas was .

Though this argument is only listed only twice in the excerpt, it is the underlying foundation of every
humorous story as well as every painful moment. She builds up her ethos by talking about all of her childhood
stories about how her name was mispronounced or how she had to change her name to get anywhere in life.
The authors says later she went back to using her native name because she felt like a fake. An author that can
use humor has a very powerful tool at their disposal. This article was written for an audience of Americans.
What are the possible barriers that limit their actual usage of the word processor in EFL writing classes? By
going with such an easy tone, she severely limits herself to appealing only to the average person. According to
Firoozeh Duma's book, "The "F Word"," she writes about the discrimination that she and her family face with
their ethnic names when they move to America and the troubles of trying to get interview as Other Popular
Essays. By adding official figures of how much of the English language is derived from modern day
immigrants, the number of foreign words added to the English dictionary, or even the ratio of immigrants to
naturally born U. This practice of word-based information retrieval is affected by two complimentary
problems. Nevertheless, we go about our daily activity talking to the people around us with the assumption
that they will comprehend what we are saying and, in return, we will reciprocate and understand their spoken
words. She did a good job of adding the pathos, ethos, and logos in her article to draw the audience in to how
life was for her in a new country with such a unique name. The results of the study were presented in terms of
the findings under the following questions: 3. It could be argued that the Revelation, by Flannery O'Connor
words - 8 pages , figuratively speaking, is a hog, specifically her own hogs. Every person defines life in his
own way and lives it according to his choices. Since she does not speak English as a native, she tends to use
the occasional Farsi word or name, but she quickly explains its meaning or how the word translates. Firoozeh
Dumas discussed how this unusual foreign name caused troubles in her life. The unrelated list had words like:
nine, swap, fire, ring, lust, army, bank and rock. A more professional tone would have made her work more
appealing to the professional world; a professional world that takes notice of current problems and addresses
them. The article also tells the audience how something as simple as a name could be viewed as a form of
racism. It was her style, however, that did most of the work. What are Saudi EFL students ' attitudes towards
using the word processor in improving their writing skills? Since she chose to work with such a style, she is
unable to give any facts, figures or statistics to support her argument, at least in the given excerpt. People have
even made personal choices that affect their identity by changing their name Although some advocates might
argue that flunking does encourage students to do better in school. Not That F Word. How to cite this essay
Choose cite format:. The style that Dumas chose helped portray her claim in a way that a great deal of people
were able to identify with and understand, however, because of that choice in style, Dumas was unable to
supply concrete evidence and power to further back her claim. The idea of the word feminist having a negative
connotation is dangerous to the women of our generation. One has a personal choice as to what identity he
possesses; for instance, he can choose what he likes, who he wishes to be friends with, and what he wears.
Exact words comes in many different forms to help the writer from narrowing down specific words to the
careful usage of figure of speech A word that once was associated with women who fought for the rights that
women today use and abuse is now scrutinized.


